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Abstract
Started as a hyped technology a few years ago, IoT is now a reality bringing sensing and computing capabilities from SCADA
systems to households. At their core, IoT devices connect to the outside world to share sensed or computed data. However, the
sensitivity and privacy of shared data has made access management a stringent need also for the IoT. In particular, continuous
authentication could solve a few security issues, like session hijacking, via checking device legitimacy for each exchanged message and preventing attackers from pretending their actions came from authenticated devices. To date, device-to-device (D2D)
continuous authentication still relies on tokens/certificates or devices’ fingerprints such as battery levels or location. The cited
solutions, while being not always implementable on resource constrained devices, are low-entropy based and thus also sporting a
non negligible probability of being guessable during impersonation attacks.
In this paper, we overcome the above limitations with LENTO: unpredictable Latency-based continuous authEntication for
Network inTensive IoT envirOnments. In addition to a thorough analysis, we also offer experimental validation of our proposal. We
have deployed LENTO as an additional authentication module of the well-known NextCloud platform, and we have performed an
extensive experimental campaign. Collected results confirm our working hypothesis. Network delays can be exploited as random
seeds in continuous authentication protocols as they provide as much entropy as standard approaches.
To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first continuous authentication protocol relying purely on the network characteristics, regardless of the underneath computing base trustworthiness. Given the minimal overhead introduced by our solution, it
provides continuous authentication even for those devices that cannot afford to run (defacto) standard protocols. As such, LENTO
could be retrofitted, offering enhanced security to a plethora of nowadays unsecured devices.
Keywords: Continuous Authentication, Internet of Things (IoT), Security, Latency, Cloud, Network

1. Introduction
The increased usage of cloud services raises concerns especially regarding the security of devices and their data [9, 68].
Major challenges include access control to cloud services, managing identities, and authentication [25]. The IoT further complicates the above scenario. Unattended IoT devices are deployed in public environments where active user authentication
is not always attainable. Hence, classic approaches such as user
bio-metrics or smart-cards are not feasible [38]. Authentication
in relatively short time-span scenarios, such as money withdrawal from Automated Teller Machine (ATM), lasting less than
two minutes on average, can be performed using password and
chip authentication. However, in cases where the authentication time-span becomes considerably longer and the interac∗ Corresponding

author

tions between the client and the server more frequents (e.g., a
temperature sensor sending data 24/7 or a messaging application receiving messages as long as the client is connected to the
Internet), traditional approaches depending on passwords and
static cryptographic keys could be prone to guessing and bruteforce attacks due to their time-invariance and possible weak
Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) capabilities [77].
The same also holds for ephemeral authentication approaches [11]
based on cryptographic key update processes over long periods
of time due to their weak PRNG capabilities [77].
As reported by DUO 1 IoT devices are suffering from a
fundamental flaw in Random Number Generators (RNGs) as
hardware RNGs have been found to throw errors relatively often. This has been observed primarily within those devices that
1 https://duo.com/decipher/fundamental-flaw-in-rngs-affects-many-iotdevices
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overwhelm the RNG with too many requests (e.g during continuous authentication protocols). The discovered weaknesses
vary from a weak entropy of the generated number, to a random
number of 0 or even to the creation of uninitialized memory. A
possible solution to this flaw for those IoT devices running on
top of a Linux Operating System (OS) is to rely on “/dev/urandom”, a Cryptographically Secure Pseudo Random Number
Generator (CSPRNG) subsystem made available via APIs. A
CSPRNG never fails since error correction is managed by the
underlying OS, but ideally requires entropy sources which are
random in nature, such as mouse movements or some keystroke
features. Nevertheless, the human driven user interfaces like the
cited ones are not present in most IoT devices.
Overall, the above described vulnerabilities might generate poorly
initialized CSPRNG, thus requiring a different approach to tackle
them.
Various solutions have been proposed to address the previously mentioned authentication challenges such as Physical
Unclonable Functions (PUFs) [46] and Device Fingerprinting
(DFP) [20, 33]. Both solutions are aimed at authenticating devices by leveraging unique digital values extracted from physical and software properties. PUFs rely on the intricate manufacturing variations to produce per-device hardware-based unique
values ideally difficult to clone and to predict [45, 48, 60]. PUFs
have shown some limitations though. In fact, effective and efficient PUF implementations require customized device circuits,
which in turn leads to implementation cost increase [47]. Besides, a mechanism is needed to challenge the device and obtain
the responses, which might be difficult or impossible to implement in legacy systems, where extending circuits and functionality is rarely feasible [81].
In DFP, the features of a device are collected to generate a
unique fingerprint of that device [32]. Browser configuration,
cookies, operating system, screen size/resolution, and installed
plugins are examples of Web-based variations that can exist on
any device and by which a unique fingerprint could be derived
[57]. DFP has successfully been implemented in some applications, showing high effectiveness in generating unique fingerprints for mobile device authentication [39]. Nevertheless, DFP
techniques are weakened by the fact that massive numbers of
mobile devices feature the same configuration. Consequently,
device fingerprinting techniques might not always be efficient
[70]. DFP techniques have also been used in IoT, where the
majority of devices are shipped without a browser, by developing deep learning techniques to understand the behaviour of
the Radio Frequency (RF) of the connected devices [3, 34]. Although initial results are promising, such techniques require a
considerable amount of time to train the learning models.
The reliance on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a rigid option for the resource-constrained IoT and some legacy devices
[61]. Therefore, there is a stringent need for alternative authentication solutions that leverage the potentialities of cloud
infrastructure and networking, and cater to various challenging
situations where the user is not the center of the communication, e.g., to provide a password [2, 13, 71].
Previous research has established that Google Cloud Messaging notifications can provide unpredictable delivery times
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within a specific time window [79]. This suggestion was further investigated by Daza et al. [13], who studied the network
latency between mobile and server without assuming a third
party such as Google. The experiments from their study showed
that network latency can produce random values as statistically
close as those generated by known PRNG. The authors suggested leveraging device interaction’s delay as a source of randomness to extract unique authentication secrets.
Although several approaches have already been proposed
using different techniques ranging from sophisticated cryptographic protocols to ad-hoc device-type fingerprinting techniques
[21, 35, 50, 51, 69, 76], there is a strong need for effective solutions to the problem of authenticating the supplicant device.
As an example, secure (mobile) payment approaches impose
strong requirements which are based on reliable and secure user
device authentication. The growing and fast-spreading set of
heterogeneous IoT devices produces increased complexity both
in terms of network topology and device behaviour. This opens
up novel issues and perspectives we are ready to turn into advantages and opportunities for authentication and security purposes. In fact, complexity can help obtaining less-predictable
raw data that can be potentially used as entropy source.
1.1. Contribution
The approach proposed in this paper builds upon the fact
that communication latency is unpredictable, therefore suitable
to build unique and ephemeral digital values that can be used as
secrets for continuous Device 2 Device (D2D) authentication
schemes. Furthermore, although focusing on a client-server
topology due to the application being used for our test-beds
(see Section 5), LENTO is not tied to any particular network
architecture. In particular, we extend and improve over previous work by Daza et al. [13], by providing:
A1 a novel solution intensifying D2D interactions to better
leverage network latency. Unlike our previous work [13],
in LENTO we have moved the delay computation to the
server side and embedded it within the data exchange
protocol. By doing so, LENTO can now be deployed
within even smaller and less performing devices while
at the same time providing a higher number of authenticated messages. This is also shown in Figure 2 where it
is clear that LENTO neither needs to interrupt the D2D
data exchange protocol nor to add additional messages.
As a result, LENTO can now deliver a higher number of
authenticated messages compared to our previous work
[13];
A2 an higher-resolution, more accurate measurement of the
network latency through TcpDump;
A3 a real-world experimental test-bed using widespread technology;
A4 a larger experimentally produced dataset;
A5 a deeper analysis of the experimental results;
A6 potential support for most legacy devices.
As a result, we develop LENTO: unpredictable Latencybased continuous authEntication for Network inTensive IoT envirOnments. LENTO provides a continuous authentication protocol that leverages the data transfer delays between the com-
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municating devices to derive ephemeral and unpredictable authentication secrets. As proof of concept, LENTO is implemented on Nextcloud [55], an open-source cloud storage platform using the WebDAV protocol. To enhance the accuracy of
calculating file transfer time, we devised a technique to capture
the file transfer time on the network level in real-time using
packet analyzers such as Tshark [73] and TcpDump [23]. To
the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first authentication solution relying purely on the network characteristics without relying on trusted computing bases nor algorithmic random
number generators.
The provided experimental results show that D2D file transfer latency can generate unique and ephemeral values with entropy properties similar to those yielded by well-known PRNG,
which could be an ideal fit to provide unpredictable secrets for
continuous authentication purposes.
1.2. Roadmap
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: a survey of related work and a critical review of current approaches
are presented in Section 2; Section 3 details LENTO and its
threat model; Section 4 describes the testbed and first experimental results. Section 5 performs and discusses statistical testing, while Section 6 evaluates the security, pros and cons of
LENTO. Finally, conclusions and thoughts for future work are
provided in Section 7.
2. Related Work
In this section, we review state of the art approaches to the
problem of authenticating supplicant devices leveraging physical unclonable functions and device fingerprinting. We also
briefly discuss pseudo random number generators to analyze
their weaknesses and to explain how we addressed them in this
paper. Finally, we introduce latency based authentication approaches.
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using error correction techniques like helper data algorithms
[43] or fuzzy extractors [10].
Figure 1 shows an overview of SRAM PUF values extraction composed by an enrollment phase and a reconstruction
phase. In the enrollment phase (a one-time process), the PUF
behavior and its produced output is mapped onto a code-word
of an error correcting code and stored in a so called activation
code or helper data. Due to PUF physical properties, each activation code is only valid for the PUF that generated it and it
can be stored either on-chip or off-chip.
PUF-based approaches can use values generated in the reconstruction phase to turn the device into an authentication token. PUF devices generate ephemeral values ‘on-the-fly’ on the
basis of their unique physical characteristics, minimizing the attack surface. This supersedes the necessity to protect sensitive
data within the device, which would be prone to attacks where
an adversary tries to extract them.
PUF are usually tied to costly ad-hoc hardware manufacturing and most of the time they are not compatible with legacy
systems. Furthermore, hardware approaches have issues related
to:
- clonability: the clonability of “unclonable” functions has
been shown [31];
- time/space limitations: PUF have a limited number of
challenge-response pairs;
- cost: the securer the PUF, the more complex has to be the
hardware within the PUF, thus requiring a higher number
of logical ports;
- lack of upgradeability: even though reconfigurable PUF
are able to change their configuration, it is not possible to
perform such change on-the-fly.
2.2. Device fingerprinting

Device fingerprinting solutions aim at providing secure authentication by leveraging devices’ configurations/behaviours
and thus being complementary to PUF [22, 30, 37, 56, 74]. Device fingerprinting entangles techniques by which a server ac2.1. Physical Unclonable Functions
cumulates information about devices’ hardware/software configurations to generate device-specific information and use them
PUF can be found today in devices ranging from tiny sensors and micro-controllers to high-performance Field Programmableto authenticate individual devices. Essentially, they extract unique
patterns from target devices that can belong to any layer, from
Gate Array (FPGA) and secure elements. Hardware-based sophysical to application layers.
lutions have proven useful in deriving unique, per-device charTwo main properties should be fulfilled for device fingeracteristics such as the ones able to distinguish devices through
printings:
their TCP and ICMP timestamps [52], radio frequency [56] or
- unforgeability: they should be difficult or even unfeasible
accelerometer idiosyncrasies [15]. All of them share the same
to forge;
property of presenting micro structural differentiation, ranging
- stability: they should remain relatively stable even if the
from optical properties [64] to Static Random Access Memory
environment changes or the device moves.
(SRAM) configurations [27] that can be used as unique digital fingerprints. In fact, although SRAM cells are symmetrical,
There are several network-based device fingerprinting, passmall random manufacturing variations exist that can cause an
sive or active depending on whether they passively eavesdrop
intrinsic mismatch that is responsible for cell preferences to eithe traffic or actively alter it via ad-hoc crafted packets. On
ther bias towards a logic 0 or 1.
the one hand, the Nmap [44] active fingerprinting tool can colSRAM PUF have been largely qualified for automotive, inlect target information useful for OS fingerprinting and port/serdustrial and military use. Measurements have been performed
vice enumeration. On the other hand, the P0f [80] passive finto prove that their noisy behaviors (below 15%) were still enough gerprinting tool eavesdrops network traffic via TCP and HTTP
to reconstruct high-entropy, unique and unpredictable values by
header fields.
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Figure 1: SRAM PUF enrollment and reconstruction

Although being cheap to implement, device fingerprinting
approaches are usually easily predictable. Approaches to render fingerprinting unique and unpredictable involve increasing
randomness. Nevertheless, randomness is not easily achievable
as we detail below.
2.3. Pseudo Random Number Generators
True randomness is of paramount importance in security.
A source of unbiased and uniformly distributed random bits is
needed to guarantee security so that users or devices have access somehow unpredictable bits. Unfortunately, obtaining true
randomness is really challenging. Indeed, physical sources that
produce randomness often have either non-uniform or unknown
distributions.
Because of that, randomness in protocols is often obtained
using a deterministic algorithm that allows extending a truly
random sequence (usually called seed) to a longer sequence.
These are the PRNG. The resulting sequence is not perfectly
random, but pseudo-random as there are fewer seeds than feasible outputs. Security aims at guaranteeing that a computationally bounded adversary (who does not know the seed) cannot
distinguish the output of the PRNG from the uniform distribution [8, 78].
Stateful pseudo-random generators were introduced by Bellare [7] to allow the computation of several outputs with the
same seed, thus redeeming the costly seed generation. Such
schemes need storing the seed between the generation of two
different outputs in order to reuse it. In practice, this turns out
to be their main weakness because of the possible leakage of
the generator memory.
Another approach, PRNG with input, allowsPRNG to store
a secret internal state and have access to a (possibly biased)
source of randomness.
As such, a PRNG with input refreshes its internal state regularly with entropy, even though the randomness of the source
may be biased. Such new fresh randomness may protect from

some attack, but the secret internal state is still critical in these
generators, jeopardizing the security of the entire system.
A first formal study of PRNG security dates back to 1998
[28, 36] laying the foundations of secure pseudo-random generators. Since then, several works [5, 14] have suggested different security models depending on the proposed scenario or
the capabilities of the adversary. As a first approach, an adversary is assumed to observe the inputs and outputs of a generator, manipulate the entropy source and endanger the internal
state of the pseudo random number generator. Several security models have been proposed to protect against these attacks
[12, 19, 62, 63].
From the implementation side, a few PRNG have been analyzed following [28, 36]. Several implementations actually
lack transparency in their procedures and documentation. Furthermore, because the collection of randomness is harder than
the generation of the output, most implementations keep their
internal state in memory, even though this is the most hazardous part. The Literature is littered with stilted failures on real
PRNG. Early examples date back from 1996, when Netscape’s
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol used a seed computed
from values with very low entropy, and therefore usually predictable [26]. Something similar happened with the Debian
Linux distribution [58], because of deficient entropy gathering, paving the way to brute force attacks. Both Linux PRNG
with input, dev/random and dev/urandom, have been analyzed (and fixed) several times since 2006 [29] to latest analysis
[16] where authors show that robustness was not fulfilled and
proving also that entropy was not properly accumulated.
In [66] a deep analysis of the security of pseudo random
number generators with input is presented. In this paper, for
simplicity, we will refer to them simply as pseudo random number generators.
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2.4. Latency-based authentication
Latency-based authentication schemes leverage the network
communication latency or Round Trip Time (RTT) between the
client and the server. Some approaches have been proposed
making use of latency for authentication. One such method
works by profiling client latency and only allowing logins when
the latency matches the profiled records [17, 18]. Multiple temporal profiling was implemented to accommodate clients that
could physically roam and authenticate through different connections. Nevertheless, the above solutions require additional
network devices, called Stealth Relay or Delay Mask to prevent attackers from gaining knowledge about the profile parameters and hence simulating a legitimate client. A recent interesting work measures web-resources loading time and applies
machine learning and deep learning techniques to profile clients
[65]. This approach does not require additional hardware devices, however, it only support web authentication requests.
Whereas previous techniques focused on profiling network latency, Daza et al. [13] investigated leveraging the unpredictability of the network latency to derive unique authentication secrets. The CoLLIDE approach relies on gathering the latency
between the client and the server and building authentication
values using the collected latency. Then, upon every authentication request, the client send such values to the server and if
both devices agree, then the client is authenticated.
Finally, it is worth mentioning some recent work on effective authentication on IoT and on mobile devices, such as Touch
well before use [41] and TouchID [82], respectively. The former
presents a virtual sensing technique that allows IoT devices to
build a secure user authentication method leveraging touch operations and a user wristband. The latter combines the touch
sensor and the inertial sensor to provide a touch gesture based
mobile user authentication scheme. Both approaches, quite effective in practice, are based on human intervention and are
aimed at authenticating users.
One could note that the goal of LENTO is quite different, as
it aims at providing continuous device authentication without
needing any human/user intervention.
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country; and, iii) devices directly connected over Wi-Fi connection with a server in a different country.
An overall description of the approach being used in LENTO
is as follows (Table 1 summarizes the symbols used in this section). Let C be a legitimate client (claimant) who needs to
download a file Fn from the server V (verifier). To simplify,
we can assume C has already been successfully authenticated
to V for the current download request R(Fn ). As a first step,
V records T 1n , the timestamp for R(Fn ) in nanosecond precision. Then, V continues to monitor the file Fn delivery progress
until it has been completely delivered to C. Once done, T 2n
is recorded as the Fn delivery completion timestamp and Fn is
sent to C.
Table 1: The symbols used to discuss the LENTO approach

Symbol
C
Fn
V
R(Fn )
T 1n
T 2n
Dn

Definition
A legitimate client (claimant)
A file that is available to download.
Where n is the authentication value for the file
A server (ideally) that authenticates the client (verifier)
The request established by the client to download the file Fn
Timestamp in nanosecond precision
taken at the time of receiving R(Fn ) by the server
Timestamp in nanosecond precision
taken at the time of Fn delivery completion
The time between T 1n and T 2n
(i.e. the Fn delivery time) in nanosecond precision

On the next file download request (i.e. R(Fn+1 )), V requests C to provide the XOR of Dn and all previous delays
Dn−1 , Dn−2 , . . . , D1 . If the XOR value stored in C matches the
one stored in V, then C is successfully authenticated and Fn+1
will be delivered as required. During the delivery of Fn+1 ,
T 1n+1 and T 2n+1 are computed to calculate Dn+1 and the protocol goes on as before.
This approach consists of two main operation: file transfer
delay calculation (Dn ) and client (C) authentication. A further
discussion is provided in the following subsections.
3.1. Calculating File Transfer Delay

3. Our Approach: LENTO
Our continuous authentication scheme LENTO provides a
new way to generate ephemeral authentication secrets for D2D
communications. The generated ephemeral authentication secrets being unpredictable and uniquely based on the network
latency of a shared secure channel.
Developed here as a client-server application forked from
NextCloud [55], LENTO implements a novel D2D continuous
authentication protocol in which the latency from file-syncing
activities [72] through file transfer time is used to derive an authentication secret. In addition, the LENTO experimental campaign now comprises different scenarios aiming at highlighting how the latency is dependent on the data routing. Indeed,
latency monitoring analysis has been conducted on heterogeneous scenarios such as: i) locally connected devices (i.e server
and clients within the same subnet), ii) devices directly connected over 4G cellular connection with a server in a different

The source of randomness in LENTO is computed as the
time spent during data exchange operations. In detail, in the
file exchange scenario, the delay is the time spent between the
WebDAV HT T P GET request and HT T P 200 OK response
(see Figure 2). As shown in the cited figure, the previous work
by Daza et al. [13] leveraged the RTT in between the TCP 3way handshake SYN and SYN-ACK packets. In LENTO, we use
file exchange instead of SYN-SYN-ACK RTT for the following
reasons:
• the HT T P protocol allows exchanging multiple files within
a single session, enabling the collection of a richer latency dataset than [13] without the need of artificially
terminating TCP sessions (see A1 in Section 1.1);
• the fact that the S Y N − S Y N − ACK RTT is computed on
the client device, which is expected to be limited in computational resources, makes it weaker in terms of features
and performance;
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Figure 2: Data exchange delay calculation comparison between our current work LENTO (Figure 2a) and our previous work CoLLIDE [13] (Figure 2b)

Key Differences
Embedded Protocol

LENTO
LENTO is fully embedded into the Nextcloud
protocol and does not need any ad-hoc message or procedure. No protocol fall-back is
needed for the delay computation.

Message Greediness

LENTO implements a piggyback approach
where delay information is embedded in the
original Nextcloud messages. No additional
messages are required, thus minimizing the
overall overhead.

CoLLIDE [13]
CoLLIDE relied on a dedicated TCP-based
protocol for the delay computation which was
triggered before and after each data exchange
session. As such, regardless of the data exchange protocol nature (either TCP, HTTP,
UPD etc.) a TCP fallback was needed at each
interaction.
CoLLIDE needed additional messages belonging to a three-way handshake protocol
thus increasing the overall overhead.

Table 2: Summary of the key differences when comparing our recent work (LENTO) against our previous CoLLIDE [13].

• additional tools or software could be needed to compute
the delay thus limiting the portability of the solution when
deployed on end-user devices (the client).
In the remaining of this paper we will describe how the network delay during file transfers has been computed, stored and

leveraged by the server to authenticate clients.
Figure 3 depicts a toy example on how the protocol is performed and on how the authentication secret is finally built.
Figure 3a plots delays built with the difference between HTTP
GET request and HTTP 200 OK confirmation for 20 different
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Figure 4: The architecture of LENTO.

data file uploaded by a specific client. Delays are represented
as blue dots and their arrival order has been highlighted with
Di labels. With every file exchange a new Di will be added
to the matrix. The server computes a matrix made of all of
them (see Figure 3b). In this example, such a matrix represents
the network behavior of the specific client that has uploaded
{D1 , ..., D20 } data files to the server and will be used to compute
its unique latency-based authentication value, here represented
by the Di matrix. As Di values have been shared with the client
as soon as they were computed, we can then assume that both

client and server share the exact same version of the Di matrix.
3.2. Authentication
The authentication protocol in LENTO (Figure 4) involves
claimant and veri f ier entities. Throughout the course of communication between C and V, an adversary A will continuously
attempt to intercept the communication and to steal C’s authentication values (further details on the threat model can be found
in Section 3.3).
The protocol can be described as follows, let Fn , n > 0, be a file
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downloaded by the client, D(Fn ) represents the delay for downloading Fn and it is calculated by V. When C requests downloading Fn+1 , it sends XOR(D(F1 ), D(F2 ), .., D(Fn )) to V and
gets authenticated if and only if the following equation holds:
C[XOR(D(F1 ), D(F2 ), ..., D(Fn ))] ==

(1)

V[XOR(D(F1 ), D(F2 ), ..., D(Fn ))]
The goal is to ensure that the client possesses all previously
shared delays. For the sake of simplicity, XOR has been used
to combine all delays in one single value. Once Equation 1 is
met, Fn+1 is delivered to C and then V will also share D(Fn+1 )
with C. During the first authentication attempt (i.e. F0 ), an
enrollment process is required to establish a secure channel between C and V. A representation of the complete protocol is
provided in Figure 5.

3.3. Threat Model
The goal of an adversary is to be authenticated as a legitimate client by attempting to compute the correct value for
Equation 1. Such a threat model can be better described via the
following three metrics:
1. Attack Vector:
(a) Communication Channel: the communication channel between the claimant and the veri f ier can be
accessed by the adversary.
(b) Participating Devices: the devices used by C and V
can be remotely or physically accessed by A.
2. Attack Timing:
(a) Temporary: A exists at a specific time period (temporarily) in any of the participating devices. During
the time of existence, assume it is [T 1 , T 2 ], A can
collect any file transfer delay. However, A does not
have access to the delays computed for file transfers
occurred before T 1 or after T 2 .
(b) Persistent: A can exist in the participating devices
for as long as needed.
3. Adversarial Capabilities:
(a) Passive: this attack is against the authentication protocol where A intercepts data being exchanged between C and V but does not modify or alter it.
(b) Active: in this attack A can inject or alter the data
being exchanged between C and V.
LENTO aims at defending against passive, temporary adversaries with access to both the communication channel and
participating devices. Although we do not set any limit to the
time window leveraged by the adversary, we assume the latter
to be eventually limited. Hence, we do not assume here the adversary to be an advanced persistent threat. As such, LENTO
provides protection against prediction and brute-force or dictionary attacks as follows:
• Prediction attacks: enable A to predict the authentication
secret based on the previously collected file transfer delays. Due to the randomness of such delays (see Section
5), it would be hard to guess the value of a missing delay
thus making A unable to compute equation 1 and to be
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authenticated as C. This class of attacks includes man in
the middle techniques.
• Brute-force and dictionary attacks: this class of attacks
is not technically doable due to the high randomness of
delays and the absence of algorithm-based approaches to
generate them.
LENTO is also particularly effective at protecting, among
others, from MITM attacks[1]. In fact, in addition to the above,
LENTO does also implement a fail-to-ban approach2 in which
sequential unsuccessful authentication requests cause C to be
logged-out and C’s stored list of delays previously exchanged
to be wiped out. Wiping the stored delays ensures any malicious activities to stop and requires C to fall back to a stronger
authentication protocol before restarting the delays exchange.
Due to the high high entropy embedded within our delays
and the absence of algorithm-based approaches to generate them,
LENTO implement both backward and forward secrecy properties. Experimental results presented in Section 5 will provide
further confirmation of the unpredictability of the approach.
4. Testbed and Experimental Results
In order to prove the same unpredictability in the message
arrival between C and V, a new testbed has been designed as
described in the remainder of this section. Obtained results are
presented in Section 5.
The experiments aim at showing the applicability of the
concept to have transfer-time in file exchange as a shared secret, and to assess the unpredictability of the delays. To carry
out the experiments, we implemented LENTO over two software components, a mobile-side and a server-side application.
Both were running Nextcloud [55] (see A3 in Section 1.1), an
open-source, file-sharing platform that offers support for a wide
range of operating systems such as Android, iOS, Linux, and
Windows (see A6 in Section 1.1). The reason behind using a
file-sharing platform to implement the experiments is that filesharing platforms require intensive network usage and therefore
it is able to produce a high number of delays. Additionally, with
file-sharing platforms, it is easy to generate file duplicates thus
analyzing if transfer delays are unique per exchange or there is
any relation with the file size. In the experiments, we will show
how the same file, cloned 1.4 million times, produced different
and unrelated delays that proved to be unpredictable.
As already introduced, during our tests we assumed an initial authentication phase (named enrollment) to have been accomplished between C and V. This means that there has been
at least one previous exchange session between C and V in
which delays have been shared. If this is not the case, C is
required to fallback and rely on standard authentication protocols in order to enroll and sing-in. Once the enrollment has
been done, the modus operandi being adopted in LENTO is as
follows: whenever C selects a particular file to be downloaded
2 https://www.fail2ban.org/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
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HTTP GET thesis.docx; Our last secret is: XOR(D(fn),D(fn+1),0.23462345)

Figure 5: Overview of a complete execution of LENTO protocol

from the NextCloud mobile application, an authentication request is sent to V which includes the delays of all previously
downloaded files. As described in Section 3.2, the delays are
combined in single values using XOR for simplicity. Whenever
V receives the authentication request, it attempts to verify C’s
message authenticity by comparing the received delays with the
locally stored ones. If they match and equation 1 holds, V can
then i) proceed with the file download, ii) monitor the download
process to measure the file transfer latency and iii) exchange the
newly computed delay with C. The processes of authentication
and delays exchanging were described in Section 3.2.
We conducted six sets of experiments to collect transfer
delays under different conditions such as exchanged file size,
server location and connection type (see Table 3 for the different parameters used in the experiments). Overall we collected
a sample size of about 5.5 Million latencies (see A4 in Section
1.1). The following subsections discuss in detail the developed
applications, the utilized equipment, the network configurations
and the procedures followed to collect the network delays in order to evaluate their randomness.
Table 3: The experiments conducted with various parameters. Mobile devices
used were relatively in a fixed position throughout all the experiments.

File Size
15KB
15KB
100KB
100KB
15KB
100KB

V Location
New York
Local
New York
Local
New York
New York

Connection Type
Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi
4G
4G

Sample Size
1400000
1400000
1400000
1400000
10000
10000

Devices
4
4
4
4
1
1

4.1. Configuration and Deployment
In order to collect the files transfer delays and implement
the authentication protocol we used two Linux servers, both
running Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with Nextcloud 16.0.1 RC 1 and
having the same technical specifications such as 1 vCPU at 3.2
GHz, 3 GB of RAM and IPV4 assigned. However, they were
deployed in two different locations: New York (US) and Doha
(Qatar). The server in New York was deployed to ensure that
packets would travel through multiple hops and on a relatively
long distance (verified by using open visual trace route [40]).
The packets travelled through 18 hosts and for approximately

25,289 km. Figure 6 shows the trace route of the packets travelling from the mobile client (connected by Wi-Fi) to the remote server in New York, US. The second server location for
V was in Doha, Qatar. The server and the mobile phones were
both within the same LAN thus also allowing to test the unpredictability of file transfer delays within short distances.
Unlike the servers implementing the V’s logic, the mobile
phones implementing the C’s logic were all located in the same
location, Doha - Qatar.
4.2. Timestamping and Delays Capture
Unlike previous work by Daza et. al. [13] in which a
Java Server application was used to measure the transfer delays, LENTO does not use network driver timestamps but relies
on hardware-supported timestamping that, according to [42],
can reach a higher nanoseconds (1.0 × 10−9 seconds) precision
3
and more accurate delays (see A2 in Section 1.1).
Indeed, according to [49], the packets being measured in
the work by Daza et. al. [13] flow through the Network Driver
Interface (NIC) to the protocol stack in the kernel, and then to
the user space. In the user space, the packet analysis application was running among other applications and processes. This
multi-stage flow might significantly increases the file downloading delay with non-networking delays. Additionally, the
fact that applications and processes share finite processing power,
increases the chances of incorporating delays that are due to
waiting for other tasks to finish. Figure 7 illustrates the data
flow from the NIC driver to the user space.
According to [42], libcap [53], the library behind packets
analyzers such as Tshark [73] and TcpDump [23], supports
Hardware timestamping. Hardware timestamping does not take
place in the user space, therefore, delays are calculated more accurately compared to the previous work by Daza et. al. [13]. In
this work, TShark (Wireshark’s command line interface) 2.6.8
was used to capture the packets from the deployed servers. Moreover, Tcpdump version 4.9.2 was used to read the packets captured since it provides options that increases the readability.
Both TShark and Tcpdump were using libpcap version 1.8.1.
To ensure that the collected delays were only relevant to the file
3 https://stackoverflow.com/questions/12643535/
whats-the-best-timing-resolution-can-i-get-on-linux
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Figure 6: Screenshot from Open Visual Trace Route v1.7.1 showing a trace route packets go through from client location in Doha, Qatar to the remote server in
New York, US

Figure 7: A high-level illustration of the data flow from the NIC to the kernel
and then the user space. Adapted from [49]

transfer over the network, we excluded the delays introduced
by the authentication process or any other irrelevant processes.
This was done by having the authentication taking place before
the file downloading and delays recording process, and sharing
the delay after finishing the delivery and the delay recording.

mobile client makes request to authentication.php (the authentication API), and posts the previously-stored delays as a single value. If the delays stored on the mobile matches delays
stored on the server (hence equation 1 holds), the server approves the download request. After completing the file download, the client makes a request to getdelay.php in order to retrieve the delay of the downloaded file. The delay extraction
scripts will use the pcap file generated by Tshark and extract
the exact delay time which, once received, it is finally stored
within the client.
On the other hand, in case that the authentication request is
not accepted by the server for whatever reason, the following
takes place:
• The server does not approve the download request;
• The server deletes the previously shared delays with the
client;
• The server requests the client to delete the previously
stored delays in order to re-start the synchronization;
• The mobile phone removes the session of the currently
logged-in user and it fallback to standard authentication
methods.
To run the Android client, we used a Xiaomi Pocophone F1.
The development was done using Android Studio with Android
API level 14 (Ice Cream Sandwich). Table 4 lists the added
functionalities to the client on top of Nextcloud.
Method
authenticate()
getDelays()

4.3. Mobile Setup
For the mobile application, we used the official Nextcloud
Android client 4 as the base platform to develop the authentication functionality. The authentication request is triggered
upon clicking on the download option for the selected file. The
4 https://github.com/nextcloud/android

Functionality
Initiate an authentication request
to download a file
Receives and stores the newly
captured delay

Table 4: List of functionalities developed in the client running Nextcloud

4.4. Data Collection and Processing
In this subsection, we will discuss how files transfer delays
were collected. LENTO captures the file download time at the
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Figure 8: An overview of data collection, processing, and evaluation.

Figure 9: Wireshark, the graphical user interface version of Tshark, while filtering the HTTP GET and HTTP 200 OK responses

network level via intercepting HTTP traffic (see Figure 8 for
a figurative process description). When the client requests to
download a file, it results in establishing an HTTP-GET request.
Then, when the file has been downloaded, the server sends
an HTTP 200 OK response (see Figure 8(1)). Using Tshark,
LENTO collects all server traffic (both inbound and outbound).
Packets were captured and stored as *.pcap files. The process
of traffic collection and storage was monitored using Cron jobs
to ensure the packet analyzer is running all the time. To continuously capture the packets and calculate the latencies, we used
native Crontab jobs to ensure TShark and Tcpdump were working around the hour.

We developed a shell script that extracts packets with the
HTTP GET and HTTP 200 OK flags from the traffic captures
that were previously generated using the packet analyzer, Tshark.
The script starts by locating the HTTP GET request and stores
its timestamp in nanosecond precision. Then, it starts looking
at the associated HTTP 200 OK response and records its timestamp in nanosecond precision. Figure 9 shows HTTP GET
request with its relevant HTTP 200 OK response. Each red
rectangle includes the HTTP GET request on the first line and
HTTP 200 OK response on the second line [59]. After that,
the script calculates the delay between the request and the response and stores it. Finally, the calculated delay is stored to
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Figure 10: Scatter plots showing the transfer times of downloading a 15KB file using mobile phone (4x POCOPHONE) through WIFI connection from (a) local
server (b) remote server. Sample size for each server is N=1,400,000

Figure 11: Scatter plots showing the transfer times of downloading a 100KB file using mobile phone (4x POCOPHONE) through WIFI connection from (a) local
server (b) remote server. Sample size for each server is N=1,400,000

be used later for authentication secret (see Figure 8(2)). Next
subsection discusses the randomness evaluation of the extracted
delays (Figure 8(3)).

5. Statistical Testing
To test the randomness of files transfer delays and to assess
their entropy, we used multiple test batteries. First, we used
the NIST SP 800-22 STS [67] for Random and Pseudorandom
Number Generators for Cryptographic Applications. Among
all the others, SP800-22 was chosen for two reasons. First,

NIST is one of two standards bodies that develops recommendations for RNG. Second, SP800-22 provides 15 different statistical tests to assess the randomness of random number generators. American National Standards Institute (ANSI), also provides RNG recommendation such as ANSI X9.82 recommendation series [4]. However, they do not provide any publicly
accessible testing suite. Besides NIST STS SP800-22, we also
used another test suite named ENT to calculate the entropy and
serial correlation of the dataset[75].
This chapter reports the results of evaluating the files transfer delays as a source of randomness. The results of files transfer delay using 15KB file downloaded from local and remote
server, are displayed in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows that
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Figure 12: Scatter plots showing the transfer times of downloading (a) 15KB file (b) 100 KB file using mobile phone (1x POCOPHONE) through 4G connection
from remote server. Sample size is N=10,000 for each file size

99.20% of the delays of downloaded files from local server
were between 0.15 and 0.60 seconds, while 98.12% of the delays of downloaded files from remote server occurred between
0.40 and 0.80 seconds.
Delays of 100KB files downloaded from local server were
mostly observed between 0.35 and 0.90 seconds (99.89%) as
shown in Figure 11(a). However, delays for the 100KB files
downloaded from the remote server experienced a wider range,
when compared to the previous figures. Figure 11(b) shows that
99.41% of the delays were between 0.75 and 2.20 seconds.
The files downloaded over 4G connection has the lowest
average of transfer delays. Figure 12 shows that 98.27% and
97.74% of files transfer delays for 15KB and 100KB were between 0.01 and 0.05 seconds, respectively.
To summarize, Table 5 shows various statistical parameters
for the collected transfer delays.
While figures 10, 11, and 12 show that the majority of files
transfer delays are distributed within a range but this, per se,
does not necessarily indicate the randomness or the unpredictability of the values. Instead, it is clear that there is a central tendency of the delays. Most of the values tend to occur near the
average delay time for downloading particular file. Given that
file transfer delays were recorded in nanosecond precision with
9 decimal digits, we considered the lower three significant digits on every delay. The reason is that the lower three digits are
not influenced by the central tendency and represent the intricate differences between each delays. This approach of extracting lower significant bits has been suggested by NIST in their
recommendation (SP 800-90B, section 6.4) for entropy sources
used for randomness generation [6]. There have been multiple
works that followed this approach to extract high entropy values
[24, 54]. For instance, Fukushima et al. developed a software
PUF based on the values generated by a Gyroscope [24]. In

their work, similar approach of extracting the least significant
digits was followed to extract the maximum entropy possible.
5.1. Randomness tests results: ENT and NIST
In order to compare the unpredictability of the collected file
transfer delays with the state of art, we generated some random number sequences via popular RNG such as: C++, C++
uni f orm, PHP, JavaS cript, dev/urandom (Ubuntu9.11), and
dev/urandom(macOS 10.14). Table 6 provides a comparative
evaluation using the ENT test suite (entropy is denoted by the
number of bits on each byte [75]). 5 6
ENT testing suite derives Monte Carlo Pi value through
converting every 24 bits (3 bytes) to X and Y coordinates and
calculates the distance between them. The percentage of the
coordinates that have distance less than a circle radius is used
to calculate the value of Pi. To calculate the serial correlation
coefficient, ENT examines the dependence between each byte
and the previous one. For random numbers, serial correlation
coefficient, which could be either a positive or negative value,
should be close to zero. Optimum values for entropy, arithmetic
mean, Monte Carlo Pi value, and optimal reduction compression percentage are reported on the first row of values in table
6. The optimum values were determined from the testing suite
website and the source code [75]. Table 7 presents the same
measurements, but for 4G connection 7 .
Table 6 shows that the entropy score obtained by our approach LENTO 15KB local was the highest (7.999698). On the
other hand, the lowest entropy score was obtained by C++. The
5 All

remote (external) servers are hosted in Digital Ocean, NY
LENTO experiments and other RNG had optimal compression reduction of 0% - no space for additional compression
7 These results were obtained over a 4G connection (listed in Table 7) for a
sample size of N = 10, 000)
6 All
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Table 5: The mean, standard deviation (SD) and variance for the files transfer delay collected during the experiments.

Experiment Details
15KB-local-Wi-Fi
15KB-remote-Wi-Fi
100KB-local-Wi-Fi
100KB-remote-Wi-Fi
15KB-remote-4G
100KB-remote-4G

Mean
0.215274384
0.432555844
0.405886383
1.049886522
0.152370658
0.111644670

SD
0.096185501
0.062615489
0.047839493
0.192197204
0.158789143
0.156823255

Delays range [from,to](%)
[0.15, 0.60](99.20%)
[0.40, 0.80](98.12%)
[0.35, 0.90](99.89%)
[0.75, 2.20](99.41%)
[0.01, 0.05](98.27%)
[0.01, 0.05](97.74%)

Table 6: ENT suite comparative assessment results of randomness generated by files transfer delay and C++ uni f orm, PHP, JavaS cript, dev/urandom
(Ubuntu 19.10), and dev/urandom (macOS 10.14). Sample size(N=140,000,000)
Approach or RNG
Name

Entropy
(bits per byte)

Arithmetic
Mean

Monte Carlo
Pi Value

Serial Correlation
Coefficient

Optimal
Compression Reduction %

Optimal value
LENTO 15KB local
LENTO 100KB local
LENTO 15KB external
C++ uniform
dev/urandom Ubuntu 9.11
LENTO 100KB external
PHP
dev/urandom macOS 10.14
JavaScript
C++

8
7.999698
7.999677
7.999657
7.999529
7.999514
7.999511
7.999472
7.999444
7.995865
7.983246

127.5
127.3385
127.7060
127.3700
127.5422
127.4949
127.5430
127.4670
127.4081
130.6133
134.1671

3.1415926535
3.147254904
3.1393839030
3.142951624
3.1364480000
3.1486080000
3.1411896750
3.1456000000
3.1397760000
3.1088640000
2.9717760000

0
0.002132
-0.000230
0.001249
-0.000599
-0.001324
0.000387
0.000300
-0.000393
-0.001596
0.000877

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

results of the other experiments were also promising. The entropy of LENTO 100KB local and LENTO 15KB external were
7.999677 and 7.999657 respectively. Comparing with other
RNG, and looking at the optimum value for entropy, LENTO
achieved higher entropy scores in general, which supports the
effectiveness of using files transfer delays as source of entropy.
Additionally, our approach had relatively low serial correlation coefficient. All LENTO experiments had no more than
0.0021320 serial correlation coefficient, given the fact that optimum value is 0. The arithmetic mean for LENTO 100KB external is closer to the ideal value (127.5) than LENTO 100KB
local with 127.5430 and 127.7060 respectively. The best arithmetic mean was by C++ uniform with 127.5422 out of 127.5.
A possible explanation of this is that the collected file exchange
latencies were not gone through any conditioning or whitening
process that might increase its statistics and ensure a uniformly
distributed random numbers as suggested by NIST 800-90B
[6]. This can be further confirmed by considering the arithmetic mean of the random sequence generated by the normal
version of C++ RNG which is 134.1671 in comparison with
C++ uniform which achieved 127.5422.
The discussed results go in parallel with the those of other
studies who studied the randomness of network latency [13,
79]. However, to further confirm the randomness of the proposed approach, tests using NIST STS testing tool are discussed
next subsection.
5.2. NIST
To further validate the randomness of our proposed approach
in generating authentication secrets from files transfer delays,
the collected random delays were subjected to 15 tests using

STS as suggested by NIST [67] (see A5 in Section 1.1). The
tests suite requires at least 1000000 sample per run. Thus, only
the delays collected over Wi-Fi were subjected to this test (The
experiments over Wi-Fi had N=1400000).
To pass the NIST STS tests, the P-value should be ≥ 0.01 for
each of the 15 tests. Accordingly, our results show that the Pvalue of each individual test is ≥ 0.01 (Table 8). Therefore,
we can confirm that the file transfer delay is a source of high
randomness and unpredictability.

6. Security Considerations
Compared to present hardware approaches (e.g. PUF) and
to software approaches, (e.g. device fingerprinting), LENTO
has the advantage of being unpredictable and unclonable, while
not relying on any physical component of the devices or imposing hardware requirements on the client device. As LENTO
directly derives the digital authentication values from the entropy of the communication channel, and it is not based neither
on special hardware elements nor on any ad-hoc protocol, it
cannot be cloned and re-played by the adversary (unclonability property). Additionally, since the communication latency
is determined by many factors such as activities initiated by
other devices on the network, it is even harder (as shown in
Section 5) for an adversary to break provided the forward secrecy property. Latency-based approaches that depend on profiling the latency of the users might outperform our solution in
term of the client software requirements since the server will
profile the communication latency with the client. Nevertheless, these approaches either require additional devices [17, 18]
or support web authentication [65]. Besides, profiling usually
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Table 7: Performance results of LENTO over 4G connection (N=10,000).
Approach or RNG
Name

Entropy
(bits per byte)

Arithmetic
Mean

Monte Carlo
Pi Value

Serial Correlation
Coefficient

Optimal
Compression Reduction %

Optimal value
LENTO 100KB 4G
LENTO 15KB 4G

8
7.955602
7.948202

127.5
126.643
127.198

3.1415926535
3.153719008
3.041800643

0
-0.016052
-0.00694

0
0
0

Table 8: The results of NIST tests on the collected files transfer delays over Wi-Fi.

NIST STS Test

15KB-local-Wi-Fi
P-value

15KB-remote-Wi-Fi
P-value

100KB-local-Wi-Fi
P-value

100KB-remote-Wi-Fi
P-value

Frequency (Monobits)

0.261013

0.750485

0.816592

0.665741

Frequency Within a Block

0.480430

0.016010

0.162538

0.665741

Cumulative Sum (Cusum)

0.182822

0.847040

0.599250

0.888311

Runs

0.058659

0.148710

0.420206

0.991872

Longest Run Of Ones In A Block

0.679347

0.641777

0.371952

0.315548

Random Binary Matrix Rank

0.745906

0.695151

0.438930

0.294657

Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral)

0.861586

0.847187

0.994823

0.526611

Overlapping (Periodic) Template Matching

1.000000

1.000000

0.709052

1.000000

Non-Overlapping (Aperiodic) Template Matching

0.031458

0.546912

0.011642

0.591933

Maurer’s Universal

0.054410

0.605903

0.760895

0.269750

Approximate Entropy

0.723857

0.851643

0.189402

0.154331

Random Excursions

0.157645

0.093909

0.040672

0.012954

Random Excursions Variant

0.248344

0.122916

0.050034

0.249848

Serial

0.745757

0.515067

0.518157

0.345419

Linear Complexity

0.310252

0.107075

0.404767

0.460951

includes noise elimination and multiple-temporal profiles for
each client which was the core of LENTO philosophy—that is,
communication latency is random if measured with high accuracy. Even though we foresee IoT devices be always connected,
they might have off-line time windows. This might seem to
jeopardize our latency-based continuous authentication scheme
since they are apparently based on the continuity of network
interactions. However, the only way for an adversary to fully
succeed in stealing a network latency-based digital authentication value is by means of:
- Stealing all past latency information collected by the victim and used to be authenticated by the remote device;
- Mimicking the victim’s behavior. Thus, starting an interaction with the remote device staying close to the same
latency values being used so far by the victim. Indeed,
the remote device can profile the user over time and if the
latency values drastically changes, it can decide to raise
a warning and to eventually disconnect the claimant;
- Preventing the victim from connecting back to the remote
device. However, as a countermeasure, if two authentication requests are received at the same time with slightly
different latency values whilst both claiming to be the
same device, the remote verifier can decide to raise a
warning and eventually disconnect such devices.
Overall, LENTO provides protection against passive adversaries who cannot tamper with the channel or prevent the victim from connecting with the remote verifier, as well as from

active adversaries — under the assumption that the attack time
window is limited in time (see Section 3.3 for the threat model
definition). In practical situations, this amount of time can be
considered as the time in between two authentications triggered
by the legit user.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed, analyzed, implemented,
and discussed LENTO, an approach for fine-grained D2D continuous authentication, especially suitable for IoT devices. The
achieved results, supported by an extensive experimental campaign, confirm and extend the findings of [13]: file exchange
delays can be seen, from the point of view of an external adversary, as random values, while the same file exchange delays
allow the two endpoints of the communication channel to share
a random value that can be used for D2D continuous authentication purposes. In detail, the randomness of the network delays was assessed using the statistical test suites ENT and NIST
STS, with the experimental results run on the NextCloud platform confirming that files transfer delay values possess a satisfactory level of entropy.
As for future work, we are going to optimize the software
implementation of LENTO and we plan to move it to a higher
level of technical readiness to have it adopted in industrial settings.
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